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THE COMPANY
StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for
Vegetation and Grass

THIS WEEK!

NOREMAT
Flexia FT 2000 & 2300

Maintenance, Tool Carrier

The "Front Pulled" Flail Mower

Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
accessories / implements.

Noremat have designed the first flail mower that automatically follows
the ground contours. This unique design allows the front mounted
Flexia to be pulled along following the ground contours in all directions

StockerCrew's primary regard

without the operator’s input.

Switching cooling fans and other

is quality; an element essential
to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation
and customer satisfaction.

This unique design allows the operator to cover the ground quicker and
therefore increasing profitability as well as quality of cut. Developed for
front mounting, the Noremat Flexia is unique because it behaves like a
flail mower being towed through its unique parallelogram coupling. The
vertical clearance allowed by the parallelogram coupling provides
excellent following of the ground profile and a complete elimination of
mechanical stresses related to changing terrain.
Being front mounted on the three point linkage it allows the operator
greater visibility and reduces the ergonomic stresses involved with
turning around to watch a rearmounted machine.
The Flexia comes standard with hydraulic side shift, the unique
parallelogram coupling and the ability for the mowing head to rotate 14
degrees.
The Noremat Flexia FT comes in 2 working widths  1.95m &
2.25m and requires a tractor size from 60hp.
To discuss more on this innovative Noremat flail mower
or any of our quality products call or visit our website
www.stockercrew.com.au.
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